
Ceramic Disc Technology

Smooth operation makes 
this washerless faucet 
low-maintenance. The volume 
and temperature control is 
integrated so the faucet can 
be turned on in the same 
position as it was turned off for 
consistent temperature setting.

Water-Efficient Outlet

Available in five optional  
reduced-flow outlets, ranging 
from .35 gpm to 1.5 gpm.

Solid Cast Brass Body

Construction of this 4-pound  
faucet offers little opportunity  
for bacteria to collect and 
makes cleaning easy.

Longer Reaching Spout

Provides a 5-3/4" reach  
compared to the industry  
standard of 4." This reduces  
the chance of the user’s hands 
touching the back of the 
sink and the amount of water 
pooling on the counters.
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4" Centerset Faucet 
515LF-HDF

■■ Includes metal pop-up lever
■■ Vandal-resistant 6" elbow handle  
and 1.5 gpm outlet

■■ Adjustable handle limit stop
■■ Diamond-embedded ceramic disc cartridge  
(no PEX)

4" Centerset Faucet 
22C101

■■ Cast brass body
■■ Vandal-resistant lever handle and 1.5 gpm outlet
■■ Ceramic cartridge with rotational limit stop to 
limit turning of the handle into hot zone

Single-Hole Faucet 
570LF-WFHDF

■■ 4" swing spout 
■■ Vandal-resistant lever handle  
and 1.5 gpm outlet

■■ Stainless steel ball with high  
temperature limit stop 

4" Centerset Faucet 
22C131 
22C331 – With metal pop-up

■■ Cast brass body
■■ Vandal-resistant lever handle  
and 1.5 gpm outlet

■■ Ceramic cartridge with rotational limit stop to 
limit turning of the handle into hot zone

Single-Hole Faucet 
22C631

■■ Cast brass body
■■ Vandal-resistant lever handle  
and 1.5 gpm outlet

■■ Ceramic cartridge with rotational limit stop to 
limit turning of the handle into hot zone

4" Centerset Faucet 
501LF-HGMHDF

■■ Vandal-resistant lever handle and  
0.5 gpm outlet

■■ Adjustable handle limit stop
■■ Diamond-embedded ceramic disc cartridge  
(no PEX)

■■ .35 gpm available: 501LF-TGMHDF

Widespread Single Control Faucet  
24T2643

■■ Vandal-resistant 6" lever handle
■■ 4" to 16" adjustable centers
■■ 1.5 gpm outlet

For additional information on the models shown here, as well as other available models, please go to www.specselect.com.
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